Demonstration of the Mobile dvr on Toyota Camry

I. Preparation before installed:
   1. The installed position should be located on the bottom of the deputy driver. First dismantle the seat, as the following picture shown.

2. Select the right installed position according to special car.

A. Ready to install
   1. To find a thin plank the same size as the device.
2. According to the shock mount’s fixed hold, marked and drill on the plank

3. Make some drill on the plank as pictures shown below

4. Put the plank under the car cushion.
5 Fixed the plank and the shock mount with screws. Middle one should fix first.
Pay more attention to the orientation of the shock mount. The right direction showed as the following picture.

6. Then fixed other holds with screws.
7. Set up the main unit, and fixed with screw.

II. Power cable connection
1. Take off the wire blocked for wiring
2 Power line connection.
a) Put the power cable through car cushion.
b) Open the front panel of the engine, put a cable/lead into the car.

Connected the cable/lead to the power cable.
c) Draw out of the power cable and put it on the battery.

e) Fasten the cable with cable tie after wired.
f) Power connection: The red one connects plus, black one connects minus, and the green should connect with car ignition.
III. The connection of sensor cable and AV output cable
a) Dismantle the outer covering plate of the DVD player.

b) Line the sensor cable and the AV output cable from the main unit to the central work station.
c)  
   a. connect the speed sensor cable (pulse one) to the Dashboard, this can help get speed’s data from the dashboard;  
   b. The gray sensor cable set up for back guide, to achieve automatically rearview. Besides, it can set up for other purpose, such as door alarm, and other alarms;  

   c. Connected the AV output cable with DVD AV input cable.
IV. Cameras connection

1. Car reversing mirror camera
   a) Select the right cameras, which was mark with label, the blue arrows means that there is the positive side.
   b) Put the camera into the camera shell, pay attention to the direction.
   c) Marked in the install position. (In order to find the best shooting position, please connected the main unit to a monitor, make sure the position is right, and marked.
   d) Dismantled the rear view mirror, prepare to install cameras.
Fixed the button of the camera’s shell to the rear view mirror.
e) Dismantled the inner board of the car’s door for wiring. (both side doors: left and right)
f) Wiring

2. The front camera installed demonstration
3 The rearview / back camera’s installed and wired.

V. Tie up the wire, the installation finished.
Over

Thanks you for buying our products!